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Abstract

We address the problem of deciding whether a given network is stable in the Adversarial Queueing Model when con
farthest-from-source(FFS) as the queueing policy to schedule the packets through its links. We show a characterisatio
networks which are stable underFFSin terms of a family of forbidden subgraphs. We show that the set of networks stable
FFS coincide with the set of universally stable networks. Since universal stabilityof networks can be checked in polynom
time, we obtain that stability underFFScan also be decided in polynomial time.
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1. Introduction
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system once they arrive to their destination. In gen-
eral, at any interval of timeI , the number of packets
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In recent times, an important model to study s
bility and load balancing issues in non-adaptive rou
ing has been the Adversarial Queueing Theory (AQT)
model proposed by Borodin et al. [4].Stability refers
to the fact that the number of packets in the sys
remains bounded as the system dynamically evo
in time. This bound, which can be a function of sy
tem parameters, is not dependent on time. Stabilit
studied considering that a synchronous commun
tion system(G,A,P) is formed by three main compo
nents: the networkG, the traffic pattern defined byA,
and the scheduling protocolP . Networksare modelled
with (directed or undirected) graphs in which nod
represent the hosts and edges represent the link
tween these hosts. Thetraffic patterncontrols where
and how packets join the system and defines their
jectory. Theprotocol determines the order in whic
the packets requiring to cross a link are schedule
be forwarded.

Adversarial models have been shown to be g
theoretical frameworks for traffic pattern in mode
communication networks, since they can reflect
behaviour of connection-oriented networks with tra
sient connections, such asATM networks, as well as
connection-less networks, such as the Internet. Ad
sarial models allow to analyse the system in a wo
case scenario, since they have replaced traditional
chastic arrival assumptions in the traffic pattern
worst-case inputs. Recent research on stability
mainly considered adversarial models.

The AQT model considers the time evolution of
packet-switched network as a game between an
versary and a queueing policy or protocol. The s
tem is synchronous, i.e., there is a global notion
(discrete)time step. The adversary controls the traffi
pattern by injecting at each time step a set of pac
into the system. In this work, we considerstatic packet
routing; in this setting, the adversary also specifies
each packet the complete path that the packet mus
verse. The protocol schedules one step in the adv
of the packets and then, the game goes on to the
time step. Since it is mainly interesting to study s
bility conditions in under-loaded packet networks, t
power of the adversary is constrained in order no
trivially collapse the system by exceeding the capa
of the links. Moreover, packets do not remain in t
-

t

that the adversary can inject into the network wh
require to traverse any linke in their trajectory, canno
exceed a certain bound proportional to the length
the time interval. This bound is set to be�r|I |� + b,
where 0< r < 1 is the injection rate (i.e., the fre-
quency at which the adversary introduces packets
the network), andb � 0 is theburstiness(i.e., the max-
imum excess of packets that can be injected in one
requiring any particular link).

(Store and forward) greedy protocolsare those tha
forward a packet across an edgee whenever there
is at least one packet waiting to traverse the edge.
Three types of packets may wait to traverse an e
in a particular instant of time: the incoming packe
arriving from adjacent edges, the packets injecte
directly into the edge, and the packets that could no
forwarded in previous steps. Since we consider u
capacity edges, at each step of time only one pa
from those ones is forwarded through the edge;
rest are kept in a queue at the head of the edge. In
work, we consider greedy queueing policies.

Some natural greedy protocols arefirst-in-first-out
(FIFO), in which highest priority is given to the pack
that has arrived first in the queue, andfarthest-from-
source (FFS), in which highest priority is assigne
to the packet that is farthest from its source no
Other protocols arelast-in-first-out (LIFO), nearest-
from-source(NFS), nearest-to-go(NTG), farthest-to-
go (FTG), shortest-in-system(SIS), and longest-in-
system(LIS).

Universal stability and stability under a protoco.
A strongest notion of stability is that ofuniversal
stability. Universal stability can be addressed from
network or from the protocol point of view. A networ
G is universally stable if, for any protocol and a
adversary, the resulting system is stable. A proto
P is universally stable if, for any network and a
adversary the resulting system is stable.

Concerning the network point of view, it is know
that the property is completely characterised and
deciding universal stability of networks can be solv
in polynomial time, even under different network re
resentation and packet trajectories [1,2]. Concern
the protocol point of view, it is known thatFTG, NFS,
SIS and LIS are universally stable, whileFIFO, LIFO,
NTG andFFSare not [3].
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For those queueing polices which are not univer-
sally stable, a weaker notion of stability (thestability
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All the digraphs considered in this paper may have
multiple edges (arcs) but no loops.2 The packets
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under a protocol) is addressed. Here the problem is
decide whether a given network is stable or not un
a fixed queueing policy. Only one result is known: D
ciding stability underNTG-LIS1 is polynomially solv-
able and is equivalent to decide universal stability
networks [2].

In this paper we address the stability problem wh
the selected queueing policy isFFS. We show the poly-
nomial time decidability of the stability underFFS in
the general case in which the adversary can solve
arbitrarily. Our main result shows a characterisation
the set of networks that are stable underFFS by iden-
tifying a family of forbidden subgraphs. Interesting
enough, the characterisation we obtain is the sam
the characterisation of the digraphs that are univers
stable. This have some nice implications. One of th
is that a digraph is universally stable if and only if it
stable underFFS.

An interesting open problem is to analyse the co
plexity of deciding stability under other protocols,
particular under the popularFIFO andLIFO protocols.

2. Preliminaries

TheFFSprotocol gives priority to the packet in th
queue which is farthest (in terms of distance) fro
its source node. When ties among packets with
same priority happen, we assume that they are bro
arbitrarily by the adversary.

We study the complexity of deciding stability und
FFSin the adversarial queueing model. To characte
the property of stability underFFS, first we need to
identify the families of digraphs which are stab
under this protocol. Then, the simplest digraphs wh
are not stable should be identified. Moreover,
iteratively applying subdivision operations to tho
simplest digraphs, we must “extend” them to defi
a family of digraphs. Stability underFFS will be
characterised once it is shown that those extension
not stable either.

Before formally stating our results, we need
introduce some theoretical definitions over digrap

1 The protocolNTG-LIS works asNTG, but solves ties using th
LIS protocol.
transmitted over those digraphs follow predefinedpath
trajectories, which might repeat vertices but not edg
We consider the following subdivision operations ov
digraphs:

• The subdivision of an arc(u, v) in a digraphG

consists in the addition of a new vertexw and the
replacement of(u, v) by the two arcs(u,w) and
(w,v).

• The subdivision of a2-cycle (u, v), (v,u) in a
digraphG consists in the addition of a new verte
w and the replacement of(u, v), (v,u) by the arcs
(u,w), (w,u), (v,w) and(w,v).

Given a digraphG, E(G) denotes the family o
digraphs formed byG and all the digraphs obtaine
from G by successive arc or 2-cycle subdivision3

Given a family of digraphsF , let us denote asS(F)

the family of digraphs that contain a graph inF as a
subgraph.

Known results.Concerning the universal stabilit
of protocols, it was already shown in [3] that t
FFS protocol is not universally stable. Concerni
the universal stability of networks, the property w
characterised in [2] in terms of the forbidden su
digraphs for different packet trajectories. Fig. 1
provides the two basic forbidden digraphs neede
characterise that property when the packets fol
a path trajectory, and Fig. 1(b) gives the shape
the extensions by (arc and 2-cycle) subdivisions
those graphs. When packets follow a path traject
this basic family provides the characterisation of
universal stability of networks. This result is stated
the following theorem.

Theorem 1 [2]. A digraphG is universally stable if
and only ifG /∈ S(E(U1) ∪ E(U2)).

In the same work, it was also shown that th
property can be checked in polynomial time.

2 Multiple edges share the same pair of different endpoints.
endpoints of a loop are a unique same vertex.

3 Observe that, for a graphG, E(G)d ⊆ E(Gd), but it might be
the case thatE(G)d �= E(Gd).
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Fig. 1. Representatives of the family of digraphs characterising universal stability. (a) The two basic forbidden sub-digraphs. (b) Extension
arc subdivision ofU1 andU2.
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We analyse the complexity of deciding whethe
given networkG is stable underFFS. We express the
stability of a system in the same way as in [3]: give
digraphG, a queueing policyP , and a given adversar
A, we say that the system(G,A,P) is stable if, at
any time step, the maximum number of packets in
system is bounded. Instabilitycan be expressed ju
with a pair: given a digraphG and queueing policyP ,
the pair(G,P) is not stableif there exists an adversar
A such that the system(G,A,P) is not stable. We
say that a digraphG is stable underFFS if, for any
adversaryA, the system(G,A, FFS) is stable.

All acyclic digraphs and directed cycles on a
number of vertices are known to be universally s
ble [4,3]. Digraphs formed by connecting acyclica
two universally stable sub-digraphs, are also univ
sally stable [5]. Thus, those networks are also sta
under theFFSprotocol. The next networks to consid
are then those depicted in Fig. 1. By Theorem 1
know that they are not universally stable. However
[2] it is shown that they are not stable underNTG-
LIS, but nothing is known about its stability when th
protocol isFFS. We prove that they are not stable u
derFFS.

We show first the instability of the two bas
digraph in Fig. 1(a), and then the instability of the
extensions in Fig. 1(b). All our instability proofs a
that the number of packets in the system can incre
from one step to the next (and, by applying t
inductive hypothesis, they can increase infinitely). T
configuration of the system at the end of every s
must be the same as at the beginning (in terms of
type of packets and their location). For the sake
simplicity, we only reproduce the inductive step a
sometimes we omit some additive constants in
analysis, however, those omissions will not change
final result.

Lemma 1. The pair(U1, FFS) is not stable.

Proof. Initially we have a setS of s packets trying to
cross the pathf e1.

Round1: for s steps,A injects a setX of rs packets
that try to crosse1 and a setY of rs packets that try to
crossf e2. The packets inS block both sets.

Round2: for rs steps,A injects a setX′ of r2s

packets that try to crosse1f and a setY ′ of r2s packets
that try to crosse2. The setX blocksX′ and the setY
blocksY ′.

Round3: for r2s steps,A injects a setX′′ of r3s

packets that try to crosse1 and a setY ′′ of r3s packets
that try to crosse2f . The setX′′ blocksr3s packets of
X′ andY ′ blocksY ′′.
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Round4: for 2r3s steps,A injects a setS′ of 2r4s

packets that try to crossf e1. They are blocked by the
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remaining packets inX′ andY ′′.
At the end of the fourth round, there are 2r4s

packets of the formf e1. The adversary describe
above achieves thatFFS is not stable inU1 when
2r4 > 1. �
Lemma 2. The pair(U2, FFS) is not stable.

Proof. Initially we have a setS of s/2 packets that try
to cross the pathe1f2 ands/2 packets that try to cros
the pathe2f1f2.

Round1: for s stepsA injects a setX of rs packets
that try to crossf2e1e2. The packets inS block the
new set at edgef2.

Round2: for rs stepsA injects a setX′ of r2s

packets that try to crosse2 and a setY of r2s packets
that try to crosse1f2. The setX blocks the new packet
at their initial queues.

Round3: for r2s stepsA injects a setX′′ of r3s

packets that try to crosse2f1f2 and a setY ′ of r3s

packets that try to crosse1. The packets inX′′ are
blocked by the packets inX′ and r3s of the packets
in Y are blocked by the packets inY ′.

At the end of the third round, there are 2r3s

packets of the forme1f2 and of the forme2f1f2.
The adversary described above achieves thatFFSis not
stable inU2 when 2r3 > 1. �

In the following, we show the instability of an
graph in the family of graphs that are extensions
the two basic graphs.

Lemma 3. Any graph inE(U1) is not stable unde
FFS.

Proof. Let G1 be a graph inE(U1). If G1 is obtained
after some 2-cycle subdivision, thenG1 contains a
subgraph inE(U2) and therefore it is not stable und
FFS. Let us assume thatG1 is obtained by successiv
arc subdivision as described in Fig. 1(b). This gra
is formed by extending the edges ofU1 to paths with
lengths k, l and m. Let us denote bypk , pl and
pm those paths, wherek,m � 1 and l � 0. We also
assume thatk > l, otherwise the adversary will play
symmetric pattern.
want to traverse pathspmpk . The adversaryA plays
injections in four rounds.

Round1: for s steps,A injects a setX of rs packets
that try to crosspk and a setY of rs packets that try to
crosspmple1. The packets inS block rs packets from
setY andrs − rm packets of setX.

Round2: for rs steps,A injects a setX′ of r2s

packets that try to crosspkpm and a setY ′ of r2s

packets that try to crossple1. The setX blocksr2s −
rm packets of the setX′, and the setY blocksr2s−rm

packets of the setY ′.
Round3: for r2s − rm steps,A injects a setX′′ of

r3s − r2m packets that try to crosspk and a setY ′′ of
r3s − r2m packets that try to crossple1pm. The setX′′
blocksr3s − r2m packets ofX′ and the setY ′ blocks
r3s − r2m packets ofY ′′.

Round4: for 2(r3s − r2m) steps,A injects a set
X′′′ of 2(r4s − r3m) packets to crosspmpk . The set
X′′′ is blocked, except for the initialrl injections,
provided thatr3s−r2m+ l+1 > k. The last condition
guarantees a continuous flow of old packets thro
pm after l steps.

When the fourth round finishes, there are at le
2(r4s − r3m) − rl, packets waiting to traverse pa
pmpk. Notice that asm, l and k are fixed, for big
enoughs, an injection rater can be found such tha
2(r4s − r3m)− rl > s andr3s − r2m+ l + 1 > k, and
thusG1 is not stable underFFS. �
Lemma 4. Any graph inE(U2) is not stable unde
FFS.

Proof. Let G2 be a graph inE(U2) obtained by
successive arc subdivisions as described in Fig. 1(4

This graph is formed by extending the edges ofU2
to two paths of lengthsl and n respectively. Let us
denote bypl and pn those paths, and let us assum
that l, n � 0 and thatn � l. Otherwise, consider a
analogous strategy for the adversary played over
symmetric network in whiche2 plays the role off2.

In the initial step, we have a set ofs packets
distributed in the following way:α packets that try to

4 Observe that, all the graphs obtained by applying, at least o
the 2-cycle subdivision operation,must contain a subgraph that
obtained fromU2 applying only arc subdivisions.
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crossple1f2 andβ packets that try to crosse2pnf1f2,
whereα + β = s andβ > l + 2.
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account, and using all the instability results shown in
Lemmas 1 to 3, we can state the following theorem.
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Round 1: for s steps,A injects a setX of rs

packets that try to crossf2ple1e2. The conditionβ >

l + 2 guarantees a continuous flow of packets fromS

throughf2. The packets inS block the new set, bu
at most min{r(l + 1), r(n + 2)} injections cannot be
accumulated, so at leastr(s − n) packets fromX are
blocked.

Round2: for r(s − n) steps,A injects a setX′ of
r2(s − n) packets that try to crosse2pn and a setY of
r2(s − n) packets that try to crossple1f2. The setX
blocks all the new packets, except the firstrl packets
from X′.

Round3: for r2(s − n) steps,A injects a setX′′ of
r3(s − n) packets that try to crossple1 and a setY ′ of
r3(s − n) packets that try to crosse2pnf1f2. The set
X′′ blocksr3(s − n) packets ofY and the remaining
packets fromX′ block at leastr3(s −n)− rl injections
from Y ′.

At the end of the 3rd round, there are at leastr3(s −
n) packets that want to traverseple1f2 and at leas
r3(s − n) − rl packets that want to traversee2pnf1f2.
Thus there are a total of at least 2r3(s−n)−rl packets
in the system. Fors large enough, an injection rater
can be found such that the total number of packe
increased, i.e., 2r3(s − n) − lr > s and theβ > l + 2
initial condition is also satisfied,r3(s−n)−rl > l+2.
Thus,G2 is not stable underFFS. �

It is known that, if a graphG has a subgraph whic
is not stable, thenG is not stable. Taking this into
Theorem 2. A digraphG is stable underFFS if and
only if G /∈ S(E(U1) ∪ E(U2)).

Together the previous theorem and the results in
(Theorem 1 and more) provide the following results

Theorem 3. A digraphG is stable underFFS if and
only if G is universally stable.

Corollary 1. Stability underFFS of a given digraph
can be decided in polynomial time.
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